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Roman world” (194). While heroic poems like Widsith and Deor draw on a panoply of
Germanic legends, “none of them is situated in England nor even features an Anglo-Saxon”
(203). Thus, there is “neither text, nor narrative, nor even genre that we can call purely
Germanic” (200). Both Haruko Momma and Kathleen Davis also draw attention to the
heterogeneity of genre in their contemplation of Exeter poems. Momma notes the way that
many “exhibit the characteristics of two or more genres” (286), while Davis argues that
the conventional identification of the elegiac and nostalgic in Old English lyrics explains
the merely apparent obscurity of less-studied poems like The Order of the World and The
Rhyming Poem. With a subtle attenuation of critical perspective, such poems can be seen
to reflect more nuanced experiences of transience than the “elegy” admits. Rene´e Trilling
likewise demonstrates the wide variety of perspectives in historiography. She encourages
us to understand the “Anglo-Saxon Chronicle” as a multivalent text. In addition to tracing
an official and ideological history for the West Saxon royal line, it tells a variety of invested
local histories; it is not only at odds with contemporary Celtic chronicles, but is also repur-
posed by postconquest historians who wished to “replace the chaos of political history”
with an “orderly progression of events” (254). Pointing to the exclusion of the earlyMiddle
Ages in the history of literature by women, Dianne Watt shows how, counter to tempting
progressivist narratives, it may have become more difficult for women’s writing to thrive
in the later Anglo-Saxon period, not least because “women’s texts were overwritten by
monastic historians, hagiographers and writers of works of instruction” for women (364).
The period is aptly emblematized by Beowulf, which in Gillian Overing’s analysis “offers
a radical reconfiguration of the interconnection of time, space, and embodiment” (311).
It stands as a microcosm of the complex layering of meaning actively effected in early
medieval English literature.
This literary history, then, while suggesting several readable paths through earlymedieval
English literature, nevertheless represents that literature with an uncommon commitment
to its complexities.
E. J. Christie, Georgia State University
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Paul’s Letter to the Romans is the fullest account of Paul’s overall theology, and hence
is the primary document for understanding the earliest Christian thought. Commentaries
on the Letter to the Romans generally provide theologians the perfect venue with which
to depict their understanding of the basic elements of Christianity, and it would follow
that students and proponents of medieval scripture exegesis and theology should have
ready access to Romans commentaries in translation. Thomas Aquinas’s commentary has
recently become more widely available, and a translation of William of St. Thierry was
published by Cistercian Publications in 1980, but until this volume, relatively little else has
been available in English. The late H. Lawrence Bond, one of the founders of this series,
decided that the time was ripe to provide a collection of the medieval commentators who
were the most influential in the development of the theology of the age, and began this
task but did not live to complete it. His coeditors worked to bring his translations into
their final form and provided translations of other works; this volume serves as a worthy
memorial to Larry’s scholarship and spirit. The structure is simple: each chapter of the
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Letter is given to a particular commentator, and some especially important figures cover
more than one chapter. The order is generally chronological, with the early chapters repre-
senting the important commentators from the twelfth century. Peter Lombard’s prologue
contextualizes the letter in its historical and literary milieu and discusses its main points
and its structure. The Cambridge Commentator, apparently a student of Abelard, demon-
strates a willingness to engage in the kind of rigorous intellectual analysis of the text, which
tendency raised the ire of figures like Bernard and William of St. Thierry. William is given
the second chapter, where he begins to develop the theme of the Christian reliance upon
grace and the correspondent need to be suspicious of one’s own abilities. His discussion of
Paul’s account of Jewish law ends his chapter, which is followed by Abelard’s commentary.
This juxtaposition nicely illustrates the kind of tension that characterized twelfth-century
scholastic exegesis.
Peter John Olivi’s commentary on Romans 4–6 follows, exploring the force of Paul’s
arguments on the relation of faith and grace. The kenosis characterizing Paul’s description
of the Christian life provides Olivi the opportunity to explore the tension between assisted
and unassisted reason. Aquinas provides the commentary for Romans 7, 8, and 12, con-
tinuing in explicating the Pauline theology of grace with analysis of the sense in which it
directs human action. Romans 8 also contains a section on fear, allowing Thomas to restate
the position he formulated in Summa theologica IIa–IIae, Q. 19. The great commentator
Nicholas of Lyra is given Romans 9–11, 13, and 15. This is especially useful because,
despite his signal importance for understanding later medieval theology as a whole, only
his commentaries on the Song of Songs and on the Apocalypse are available in translation.
The final figure represented is the earliest—the anonymous, likely Irish, commentator of
Mont-Saint-Michel from the first part of the eleventh century. His commentary on Romans
14 explores the arguments about dietary regulations Paul attempted to mediate and affords
an excellent introduction to early medieval scripture commentary. This edition, and the
earlier compendium of Galatians commentary edited and translated by Ian Levy, represent
an important and useful contribution to the body of medieval theology in translation, and
a worthy memorial to the late Larry Bond.
Stephen Lahey, University of Nebraska, Lincoln
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Frederick Van Fleteren’s The Life of Augustine of Hippo is the second volume in a pro-
jected three-volume series of English translations of Tillemont’s Me´moires pour servir a`
l’histoire eccle´siastique des six premiers sie`cles. The focal point of Van Fleteren’s interest
in Tillemont’s Me´moires is volume 13 on the life of Augustine of Hippo. In this volume
the French historian and priest Louis Se´bastien, Le Nain de Tillemont (1637–98), provides
a rigorous appraisal of Augustine’s writings.
Van Fleteren devotes volume 2 of the series of English translations to Tillemont’s
commentary on the works, letters, and more important sermons that Augustine wrote
between the years 396–411. Because this period coincides with the Donatist contro-
versy, Tillemont pays a considerable amount of attention to the African Councils, care-
fully noting the dates, the participants, and the canons agreed upon. Rich in detail and
marked by a careful analysis of Augustine’s writings, Tillemont’s Me´moires is truly
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